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Abstract: - This paper presents unified modelling of excitation for generation of multiple output waveforms.
Unified modelling is applied to neurons generating pulse and plateau with positive and negative potentials.
Electro-physical analysis is given first that a p – n junction is formed in cytoplasm when positive charges are
injected into cytoplasm filled with negative charges. The junction is characterized by a depletion layer between
two zones. Modelling of a neuron is given by the configuration with three zones and two depletion layers
induced in cytoplasm. Equivalent circuit and response are given for amplifier and generator (oscillator) of
characteristic potentials of pulse and plateau, first for positive and then for negative potential excitations.
Bipolar potential generation provides a neural system with accurate and reliable processing and transmission of
information.
Key-Words: - Unified modelling of excitation, characteristic potential waveforms, pulse and plateau, positive
and negative potentials, p – n junction, depletion layer, amplifier and generator.
Nevertheless, on the basis of these data, the
earlier model was formed definitely by passive
electrical circuit without feedforward gain and
feedback ratio. (refer section 3.2, Fig.5, and
Appendix A-2).

1 Introduction
Potential pulse is generated in an excitatory cell,
when reception potential exceeds threshold. Neuron
and paramecium are regarded as excitatory cells.
Positive and negative potentials are observed in
paramecium for forward and backward movements
by cilia[1].
Recently not only positive potential pulse and
plateau but also negative potential plateau are
observed in experiments of neurons[2,3].
A reasonable modelling of an active neuron has
been proposed by the authors for positive potential
pulse[4-6]. In this paper, it is shown that the above
model is applied commonly to the models of
generation of characteristic waveforms defined by
polarities of potentials (positive and negative), and
time durations (pulse and plateau).

The model and analysis in this study are made
respecting time- and space-dependent motions of
Na+ and K+ in cytoplasm.
Electrical equivalent circuit is given for an operating
neuron, which proves existence of feedback inside a
neuron. Common basis of excitation in neurons will
be presented on dual configuration with Na+ and Clas the dominant charges (ions) for bipolar action
potentials.

2 Characteristics of Liquid Junction
in Cytoplasm

At the beginning, it is needed to contrast the
modelling of an active neuron by the authors with
the earlier modelling.
Prior to the modelling by the authors[4-6],
inferences and measurements were made under the
condition essentially steady in time and uniform in
space. The measurement of time was not involved,
except in indication of action potential waveforms.
The practical measurements were made by the
voltage (or current) clamp method, and a single
electrode was inserted in cytoplasm.
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2.1 Formation of electrical zones and a
depletion layer
When electric charges are injected into a zone in
electrical medium, charge density at the zone
becomes higher and the other zone remains lower. It
is assumed that quantity of injected charges is little
and velocity of charges is low in the medium.
Special phenomena are induced at a boundary
between two zones as shown in Fig. 1.
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Phase 1: Diffusion of charges by gradient of
density FD .

2.2 Depth and capacity of depletion layer
Potential V(z) at a boundary is decided by true
electric charge density ρ (z ) based on the Poison’s
equation.
d 2V ( z )
dz

Phase 2: Balance of diffusion FD and Coulomb’s
force FC .

2

=−

ρ ( z)
εe

(1)

where, z is the longitudinal axis of a neuron, εe is
the permittivity of electrolyte solution.
True electric charge is defined as the charge
unrestrained to any place. Then polarization charge
at the membrane is removed from ρ (z ) , because
the polarization charge is restrained to the
membrane in a neuron.

Phase 3: Cease of diffusion and formation of;
(a) p-zone and n-zone, and
(b) space charges and depletion layer with depth d.

True electric charge density ρ (z ) is given by the
followings, and is shown as upper line in Fig.2.

ρ ( z ) = −q N p

; − zp ≤ z ≤ 0

ρ ( z) = +q N n

; 0 ≤ z ≤ zn





(2)

where Np, Nn are true electric charge densities at pand n-side of the boundary. q is elementary electric
charge.
The diffusion potential (liquid junction potential)
VD is defined as follows.

Fig. 1 Formation of zones and a depletion layer of a
boundary.

V D = Vn ( z n ) − V p ( − z p )

=

Phase 1
Injected p-charges diffuse to n-zone, and ncharges diffuse to p-zone by the force of gradient of
density FD.

2ε e

(N p z p 2 + N n zn 2 )

(3)

VD is called as the height of potential wall for
transmission of positive charge.

The depth of depletion layer is given as,

Phase 2
Coulomb’s force FC (force by potential gradient)
appears between diffused p- and n-ions. Directions
of forces FD and FC are opposite. When they are
balanced, diffusion is ceased.

d = z p + zn
1
2

 2ε e ( N p + N n )
= 
VD 


qN
N
p n



Phase 3
A pair of space charges appears at both sides of
the boundary. Potential difference appears in the
boundary. And electric charges are driven outside
the boundary, and two zones and a depletion layer
(liquid junction) formed at the boundary.
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Now, bias voltage VB is considered at the p-zone.
Gradient of potential and charge density along
positive ion channels causes equivalent voltage VB.
The polarity of VD and VB remains opposite.
1
2

 2ε e ( N p + N n )
dB = 
(VD + VB ) 


qN
N
p
n



3 Excitation of a Neuron for Positive
Potential Generation
3.1 Electro-physical modelling for positive
potential generation

(5),

3.1.1 Electrical zones and depletion layers
Electro-physical modelling is given in Fig. 3. Three
zones are assigned for the dendrite (input), the
central part (ground), and the axon (output). The
potential at each zone is specified by electrical
charges of p- and n-ions. The first and the second
depletion layers are assigned between zones.
This formation is dependent to the time and
motion of charges at zones and depletion layers.
Interaction of parameters (charge, potential, energy)
along zones and depletion layers are analysed as
follows.

where, VB corresponds to potential difference of ion
channels injecting positive charges to p-zone in
cytoplasm.
The positive charge Q per unit area at the
boundary (n-side) is given as follows.
Q = qN n z n = − qN p z p
1

2
 2ε e qN p N n )
(VD + VB ) 
=

 N p + Nn



(6)

3.1.2 Ion channels

The structure is assumed as an equivalent
capacity.

Na+ channels for reception of neurotransmitter from
previous neurons are ligand dependent. Na+, K+, and
Cl- channels at the central part and at the axon are
voltage dependent. Ca2+ channels are provided for
secretion of neurotransmitters.
Na+-K+ transporter (ion pump) operates to
provide resting potential which works as a battery
for neural circuit.

1

1  2
dQ  ε e qN p N n
c=
=
dV  2 N p + N n VD + VB 

(7)

When VB is applied forwardly at the boundary, the
height of the potential wall becomes lower.
potential V(z) charge density ρ (z)

3.1.3 Electrical parameters
Positive input charges at the dendrite are partially
lost by recombination with existing negative charges,
and most of charges arrive at the axon. However
positive potential is amplified by output and input
impedance ratio.
As the result, voltage gain G >> 1, current
multiplication factor α ≈ 1 in Chapter 2 and 3.

Vn(zn)
z=0

VD

0

Vp(-zp)

-zp

zn

z

Fig. 2 Distribution of true electric charge and
diffusion potential of a boundary.
Upper: Distribution of true electric charge density
ρ(z). Dotted line shows approximation for
calculation.
Lower: Potentials Vp, Vn, and diffusion potential VD.
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Fig. 3 Electro-physical modelling for positive potential waveform generation.
All branches of dendrite and axon are collected to single port respectively.
Na+ channels at the dendrite is ligand-dependent. Ion channels at the central part and at the
axon are voltage-dependent. Na+ channels are not at the axon. Late ejection of K+ causes for
active potential to return rapidly to resting. Ca2+ channels and Ca2+ vesicles are for secretion of
neurotransmitter. Na+ - K+ transporter works as a battery. Injection of Cl- and ejection of K+ at
the axon provide same effect electro-physically.

3.2 Formulation of excitation for positive
potential

3.2.2 Characteristics as an amplifier
Electrical modelling of an active neuron is shown in
Fig. 5. The points of d0, a0 are the outside points of
membrane. c0 is a virtual point taken in the central
part.

3.2.1 Electrical modelling of excitation
Electrical modelling of excitation for positive
potential waveform is shown in Fig.4. Input and
output diodes nd, na correspond to the first and the
second depletion layers in Fig.3.
α is current multiplication factor, α ∙ id is
equivalent current source for output circuit. rc is
resistance giving feedback from output to input.
Configuration of excitation with forward and
reverse diodes in Fig.4 corresponds to energy
diagram of charges shown in Fig. A-1.

Impedances rd and ra of forward and reverse
diodes, nd and na are low and high resistances
respectively. rd and ra depend on potential heights
at the first and the second depletion layers.
Impedance ratio ra / rd is kept large enough to
limit coupling of output to input circuits.

Fig.5 Electrical modelling for positive potential
waveform generation.

Fig. 4 Electrical modelling of excitation of a neuron
for positive potential waveform generation.
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The capacitances Cd and Ca are caused by the
first and the second depletion layers. Input and
output synapses sd and sa.are shown as forward
diodes for excitatory synapses (p-ions). Potential Ea
is derived with ion transporter (ion pump) in Fig. 3.
It is estimated that Gi current gain (current
multiplication factor) is 1 approximately. So energy
gain is equivalent to voltage gain. Where, voltage
gain Gv is given by ratio of output impedance (high)
and input impedance (low).
Fig.6 Output voltage waveform for positive potential
waveform generation. The dotted line is an original
waveform. The solid line is synchronized waveform to
the input trigger pulse.

Voltage amplification gain Gv is given as;

αRa

Gv =

K =α

K
va
rd + rc
=
=
1 − Kβ
r
αRa
vd
⋅ c
1−
rd + rc Ra
Ra
rd + rc

r
β= c
Ra

(8)

This generator is composed of self-injection with
inner feedback signal without external trigger.

(9)

T1 = Cd

(10)

(12),

where, Rd + rd >> rc , ra = ∞
are assumed for simplified analysis.
The pulse time width T is given as the total time
length as following;
T = T1 + T2 = C d

In case that the axon has little Cl channels, α < 1,
Kβ << 1. Therefore a neuron operates as an
amplifier with threshold for input signal with
positive inner feedback.

as a
positive potential waveforms

(11)

T2 = C a Ra

where, vd and va are input and output voltages of a
neuron, Gv, K, β are closed loop gain, open loop
gain, and inner feedback ratio of a neuron
respectively. Oscillation condition is given by Kβ ≥
1. (ref. Appendix A-3)

3.2.3 Characteristics

rc Ra
rc + Ra

generator

rc Ra
+ C a Ra
rc + Ra

(13).

The mode of oscillation is astable. Here, “Astable”
means not unstable but the mode without stable
point except 0 in amplitude.

of

The neuron operates tuned to external injection.
Whenever, the phase and the period of original free
running oscillator is fluctuating, the oscillator
becomes stable by locking to the external signal as
shown in Fig. 6.

The neuron operates as a generator of positive
potential output when the product of open loop gain
K and feedback ratio β exceeds 1.

Synchronization is established in a system with
group of neurons, and stable timing clock is realized
by whole coupling among neurons (Appendix A-3).
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Fig. 7 Electro-physical modelling of an active neuron for negative potential waveform generation.
Cl- channels at the dendrite is ligand-dependent. Ion channels at the central part and at the axon are
voltage-dependent. Injections of K+ and Na+ at the axon give same effect electro-physically.

4 Excitation of a Neuron for Negative
Potential Generation
4.1
Electro-physical
modelling
negative potential generation

α id

id
d
input

for

Electro-physical modelling of a neuron for negative
waveform is given in Fig. 7.
Formation of zones and depletion layers in Fig. 7
is same to Fig. 3 except the kinds of ion channels.
Ion channels for reception of signals from previous
neurons are ligand-dependent Cl- channels
Ion channels for reception of signals from
previous neurons are ligand dependent Cl- channels.
Cl- and K+ channels at the central part and at the
axon are voltage dependent. Ca2+ channels are
provided for secretion of neurotransmitters.
K+ Cl- co-transmitter operates to provide resting
potential which works as a battery for neural circuit
[7].

nd

rc

ic

a
output

na

c
ground
Fig. 8 Electrical modelling of excitation of a neuron
for negative potential waveform generation.

α id

sd

4.2 Formulation of excitation for negative
potential

Rd

Electrical modelling of excitation for negative
waveform is shown in Fig.8. Input and output
diodes nd, na correspond to the first and the second
depletion layers, which are shown as reverse and
forward diodes respectively.
Equivalent circuit of active neuron is shown in
Fig.9 for negative potential waveform generation.
For negative potential waveform generation, the
waveform is just inverse of the waveform shown in
Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9 Electrical modelling of an excitatory cell of
neuron for negative potential waveform generation.
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5 Characteristic Potential Waveforms
Varieties of characteristic potential waveforms have
been observed in experiments of neurons and
unicellular organism. Significant difference exists in
time duration of waveforms (spike and plateau).
Variation of waveform is performed by modulation
with ion channels prepared at the dendrite (input)
and at the central part (control).

(a) Positive potential waveform

potential

time

5.1 Pulse (spike)
Ligand-dependent Na+ channels are first considered
at the dendrite (input) in Fig. 1.
Na+ channels open quickly after reception of
neurotransmitter. By late ejection (efflux) of K+, the
potential at the central part (control) return rapidly
from active (positive) to resting (negative)
potentials. Ejection of K+ are executed fast by the
same directions of driving forces of diffusion Fd
and Coulomb potential FC, [6]. Then the return time
T2 in Fig. 4 for positive potential waveform becomes
sufficiently short pulse at the axon (output).

(b) Negative potential waveform
Fig. 10 Characteristic potential waveforms of
pulse and plateau with positive and negative
potentials.

Voltage dependent Cl- channels at the central
part and at the axon produce plateau output potential
to provide holding time for steady operation.

Ligand-dependent Cl- channels are also
considered at the dendrite (input) in Fig. 5.
Cl- channels open quickly after reception of
neurotransmitter. By late injection (influx) of K+,
the potential at the central part (control) returns
quickly from active (deeply negative) to resting
(negative) potentials. Injection of K+ are done a little
late by the opposite directions of Fd and FC. Then
the return time T2 of negative potential waveform
takes a little longer compared to positive potential
waveform.

5.3 Modelling of output potential waveforms
Modellings of typical output potential waveforms
for excitatory neurons are given in Fig. 10 based on
the above schemes of excitation. Output waveforms
are drawn by superimposing.

6 Conclusion

5.2 Plateau

Until today, function of excitation of a neuron has
been interpreted as capability of positive potential
(pulse and plateau) generation. Negative potential
generation has been interpreted as operation of
suppression (inhibition) of positive potential
generation.
Based on electro-physical and electrophysiological basis of excitatory cells, this paper
shows that not only positive potential but also
negative potential is generated and utilized in neural
systems. Negative potential generation has already
been observed in the experiment in neural systems
of aplysia [2,3] and in a cell of paramecium and
noctiluca of unicellular animals.

Metabotrophic Na+ channels are secondly
considered at the dendrite (input) in Fig. 1.
Na+ channels open lately after reception of the
first messenger by chemical process for the second
messenger in cytoplasm.
Voltage dependent Na+ channels at the central
part and at the axon produce plateau to hold time for
steady operation.
Metabotrophic Cl- channels are also considered
at the dendrite (input) in Fig. 5.
Cl- channels open lately after reception of the
first messenger by chemical process for the second
messenger in cytoplasm.
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Appendix

A.2 Transfer functions
feedforward loops

A.1 Energy Diagram of Electrical Charges
Energy diagram for Fig.3 and 7 is shown commonly
in Fig. A1 [4-6].
Energy difference of p- and n-ions is small.
Solid line is given as the Fermi level for mean
energy of p- and n-ions.
The energy at the dendrite becomes high by
signal p-ion injection. The energy at the central part
then becomes high, but lower than the previous.
Signal p-ions pass over the first potential wall
easily.
At arrival of signal p-ions at the second depletion
layer with higher potential wall, signal p-ions pass
over by the thermal motion. High energy is given to
p-ions at the axon.
Cl－ ions enhance the energy at the axon as the
solid line over the dotted line for the axon without
Cl－ ion channel. The effect of Cl－ ions fed at the
axon terminal is just equal to the effect of electrons
fed at the collector end.
The first and the second depletion layers in Fig.
A1 correspond to forward and backward diodes in
Fig. 4 and 8.
The equivalent circuit composed by forward and
reverse diodes corresponds to signs of gradient of
energy at the first and the second depletion layers.
central part

energy of charge Ε

dendrite

vi

+

and

vo

K

+

β
Fig. A2 Positive feedback (regenerative) system.
The output is given by the following equation.

vo = K ( vi + β vo ) ,
vo
K
=
vi
1− K β

(A-1),
(A-2).

In the case of the negative feedback system,
frequency characteristics is improved wider.
Oscillation (excitation) condition is defined by
forward gain and feedback ratio.
(b) Transfer function of feedforward system
Transfer function is given by summation of
feedforward gain K and ratio α (Fig. A3). This is
different to regeneration.

axon

vi

K

+

vo
+

α

(a)

Fig. A-3 Positive feedforward system.
The output is given by the following equation.

Fermi level

2nd depletion layer

z

vo = K vi + α vi ,
vo
= K +α
vi

Fig. A1 Energy diagram of positive and negative
ions. z-axis (horizontal) denotes point along signal
transmission direction. Solid and dotted lines show
energy at the axon (a) without and (b) with Cl －
channels. The effect of (b) is removed from the
analysis in equation in Chapter 3 and 4.
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feedback

(a) Transfer function of feedback loop
Transfer function is given by feedback loop with
feedforward gain K and backward ratio β as shown
in Fig. A2.

(b)

1st depletion layer

for

(A-3).
(A-4).

This function is only amplification. Oscillation is
impossible by feedforward transfer function.
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A.3 Self-Systematization by Mutual Pulse Injection
among Neurons
Actual formation of a neural group is given in Fig.
A4. A small circle represents a neuron. Input and
output signals of a neuron are at a branch of the
dendrite and at a branch of the axon. A set of pair
neurons is shown in Fig. A4 (a). Connection
between two neurons is performed by arrows with
dual directions. A system of four neurons is shown
in Fig. A4 (b).
The timing of output pulse of an oscillator is
adjusted by the other. When two oscillators are
connected with each other, the timing is set at a
certain timing between two. As number of
oscillators increases, the variation of timings among
neurons is reduced and system synchronization is
established.
This formation enables system synchronization
and synchronized signal processing simultaneously.
Signal processing for multiple inputs and multiple
outputs are available for dynamic processing
including correlation, comparison, and detecting
variations. This formation will be required for
complex, reliable, and fast operation and signal
processing [5,6,9-13]

(a) A set of two neurons.

(b) A system by four neurons.
Fig. A4 Synchronization and signal processing by
mutual injection.
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